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VESPER MARINE CORTEX IS GETTING SMARTER 

Auckland, New Zealand – Vesper Marine, a leading manufacturer of innovative marine 

electronics, announced today new features for existing and new Cortex owners with the 

upcoming release of an automatic software update – version 1.5. 

Designed to be future-proof, Cortex is built on a feature-rich and extremely powerful platform 

that will grow with new capabilities. Software updates are installed via the Cortex Onboard 

app and the latest version includes Directional Voice Alerts, Boat Network, Auto Orientation 

and an easy-to-use Setup Walkthrough. 

“When we created Cortex, we didn’t hold back,” said Brady Cox, CEO, Vesper Marine. “It 

was designed and built with the future in mind. We not only made Cortex as advanced as 

possible, but we also ensured it could learn and has the hardware required for new features. 

Cortex is years ahead of other marine VHF’s and will only get more clever.” 

“By making Cortex easy to upgrade over WiFi, we built a platform that allows us to 

effortlessly roll out new features and functions for owners,” said Carl Omundsen, CTO, 

Vesper Marine. “Updates over the coming months will include advanced squelch, loud hailer 

and intercom capabilities as well as enhanced channel scanning. This is just the beginning 

of a feature roadmap that promises to take the VHF radio to places it has never been 

before.” 

The latest update includes innovative Directional Voice Alerts. In the event of a collision 

alarm, Cortex will announce the direction of a collision threat, such as “collision alert, 

starboard bow.” Instead of an ambiguous beep that other AIS systems provide, Cortex tells 

users what the alert is for and the direction of the threat. This helps boaters take immediate 

action to avoid any potential hazards while underway.   

Boat Network allows Cortex to simultaneously create its own WiFi network, as well as join a 

boat’s existing WiFi network. Boaters can switch between the Cortex Onboard app and their 

favorite charting app without changing the WiFi network. Maintaining a dedicated Cortex 

network for handsets ensures there is no interruption of service as a result of heavy traffic on 

the vessel’s network due to streaming services or other use. On a larger installation with 

multiple WiFi access points, allowing the Cortex handsets to join the boat’s WiFi network 

increases the usable range. Boat Network also makes it possible to connect to the Cortex 

Monitor Cloud service through existing boat communications. Users can now monitor their 

vessel outside cellular data coverage areas by using existing satellite communication 

equipment on their vessel. 

Auto Orientation enables Cortex plotter and situational awareness screens to be 

automatically oriented to the best available heading data. The automatic priority is, in order, 

external heading sensor (Heading Up), course over ground (Course Up), Cortex’s built-in 
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heading sensor and North Up. Course over ground at slow speeds is often inaccurate so 

Cortex automatically senses this and switches to an internal heading sensor if an external 

heading sensor is not available. This is particularly useful in AnchorWatch mode. Users can 

now also match their preferred viewing style (Heading up, Course up or North up) to the rest 

of their onboard electronics.  

Setup Walkthrough is a simple, yet powerful step-by-step guide to configure Cortex upon 

first install and familiarize users about the product’s features and capabilities. Combined with 

many other Cortex features, Setup Walkthrough makes Cortex very easy to install. 

Further details about these new features are available at vespercortex.com/news/Cortex-

Q121. Version 1.5 is planned for release in February 2021. Updating Cortex to the latest 

software version is easy using the Cortex Onboard app on a smartphone. 

Vesper Marine redefined the VHF experience with Cortex, the world’s first radio with wireless 

touchscreen handsets, built-in Class B SOTDMA smartAIS transponder and remote vessel 

monitoring. Cortex includes Vesper Marine’s award-winning smartAIS technology with smart 

alarm logic to proactively alert boaters of potentially hazardous situations. It combines 

navigation and sensor data with intelligent alarms to prioritize voice alerts on handsets or 

connected speaker to the 10W output. Users can connect multiple tethered H1 or portable 

rechargeable H1P handsets to see crossing situations, navigation light sectors or make trial 

maneuvers while talking on the radio. Respond to a collision alert by touching the vessel and 

pressing “call” to quickly initiate a DSC call. Press the MOB button to activate track back 

mode on handsets and mark man overboard waypoints on NMEA 2000 connected 

multifunction display units. The IPX7 handsets provide up to 85 dBA of audio and feature 

dual-watch, favorite channels and one-handed operation via the click-wheel. The Cortex 

wet- and glove-touch capable touchscreens have optically bonded Gorilla Glass for durability 

and wide angle viewing even in sunlight. 

Cortex and a selection of installation accessories are available from authorized Vesper 

Marine resellers worldwide. For more information on Cortex visit www.vespercortex.com. For 

more information on Vesper Marine or its entire product line, visit www.vespermarine.com. 

-30- 

About Vesper Marine 

Based in Auckland, New Zealand, privately held Vesper Marine is a global provider of marine safety products for commercial 

and recreational vessels, aids to navigation and marine asset protection solutions. Vesper Marine's award-winning VHF, AIS 

collision avoidance systems, transponders, shore stations and aids to navigation are designed for performance, reliability and 

ease of use and are backed by outstanding technical support. Committed to rigorous R&D and innovation, the company 

designs and manufactures affordable practical electronic solutions that enhance safety. www.vespermarine.com 
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